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LIVING OUR FAITH   

 In today’s gospel is Jesus describing life today? Sure sounds like it. Nations 

continue to rise against nations. Families continue to rise against families. Even 

church communities are often at odds. Fires, earthquakes, famines, floods and 

plagues are such an everyday occurrence that we might ignore them, imagining 

that they are not actually part of our current reality. Even so, we can take comfort 

in Jesus’ word: “By your perseverance you will secure your lives.” 

 Perseverance takes a number of forms. Sometimes it looks like choosing to 

love your spouse and children every day, even if it seems impossible. Sometimes it 

looks like fighting injustice by condemning the racist or sexist comments we hear 

others make. Sometimes perseverance is simply taking time for prayer. In all of 

these cases and more, our relationship with God grounds us and gives us life. 

 The images in today’s gospel are certainly apocalyptic and also about the 

end time. In comes from the section in St. Luke’s Gospel where we not only see 

what the end of time might look like, but more importantly, what it reveals about 

God and our relationship with God. Jesus’ command is significant because it offers 

an essential disposition to each of us: “Do not be terrified.” Do not be afraid. 

. 

Questions for the week: If you were traveling with Jesus, how do you think you 

would have reacted to his words in today’s gospel? What is something you worked 

for in the midst of enduring pain? Is there a current goal for you? 
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When the world is falling apart, keep going 

We don’t have to reach as far as the death of our sun or a military 

Armageddon to contemplate what a falling sky feels like. 

ALICE CAMILLE 

What do you do when the sky is falling? This is not just a problem for Chicken 

Little to solve in the familiar children’s story. It’s a life question all of us have to 

answer sooner or later. As is the case with most fables and nursery rhymes, the 

famous fowl must address a certain grim reality nested in the experience of a world 

at risk. The tale’s central trouble—that our personal security can be threatened by a 

sudden collapse of the certain—is so mythically significant that some version or 

another of the Chicken Little or Henny Penny saga exists in many cultures and has 

for about 2,500 years. 

We don’t have to reach as far as the death of our sun or a military Armageddon to 

contemplate what a falling sky feels like. We see its impact in a dissolving 

marriage, as parents and children frantically seek cover any way they can to avoid 

extinction. We show up for work one day to discover our entire industry obsolete 

and our livelihood in sudden freefall. An unwelcome diagnosis during a routine 

medical examination can turn the world upside down. The unexpected death of 

someone we love seems to bludgeon time to a standstill. The sun may as well go 

dark. Tomorrow seems an unlikely proposition, and the idea of living through such 

revelations does not seem possible. 

“Lo, the day is coming”—to use Malachi’s cautionary phrase—when each of us 

will spend a season or more under a crumbling sky. I can’t tell you how old I was 

when the sky first crashed down on my head, but it was certainly before puberty. 

Even to describe the experience takes me out of time as I recall the mad heartbeat 

of realization that safety is an illusion. Things can change in the blink of an eye, 

people aren’t always who you think they are, and happiness is the most fragile 

human state of all. The sky fell, and childhood fell with it.  

Since then, of course, the sky has fallen on me more than once, but each time its 

crumbling pieces shatter against my consciousness, I feel it like a brand new 

apocalypse. We’ve all had our reckonings with vulnerability, none of them easy. A 

https://uscatholic.org/authors/alice-camille/
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trusted friend turns out to be a drug addict. A lover is revealed to be a liar. A 

healthy sibling who goes to the gym faithfully dies in midlife of a senseless 

disease. A confidence is betrayed, and the results are devastating.  

Each of us copes with the Chicken Little experience in different ways. Take the 

people of Thessalonica in the time of St. Paul, for example. First-generation 

Christians fervently believed the risen Lord would return shortly to inaugurate the 

dissolution of all things at the end of time. They had to learn to make peace with 

that constant possibility as a matter of routine. Of course, Christians today also 

recognize the precept of a second coming, but most of us are persuaded it won’t be 

today, or any day we need to worry about. But the folks to whom Paul preached 

did accept the imminent end of business as usual, and that affected how their daily 

lives looked to them. 

Imagine yourself a Thessalonian Christian for a moment. The end of the world 

could happen today, could happen shortly, and time is literally running out. How 

do you feel about doing laundry or grocery shopping, teaching your kids long 

division, or watching the remaining episodes of this season of House of Cards? To 

say the least, such beliefs might influence your priorities for the rest of this 

afternoon. Considering how something as pedestrian as final exams or work 

deadlines rearrange our perception of what’s important to do right now, we 

certainly appreciate that Paul’s community in Thessalonica might have viewed 

reality differently after embracing the Christological conviction that the return of 

Jesus was truly pending. 

But some of the Christians in question reacted to the urgency in a way that may 

sound surprising. Rather than doubling down on spreading the gospel or cleaning 

up their acts or even getting their affairs in order, some folks inhabiting the bell jar 

of apocalypse chose to do nothing at all. Why bother, honestly? What point is there 

in doing anything if everything is about to dissolve? Each of us probably knows a 

few modern Thessalonians who weather the crises of their lives in a similar way. If 

they lose a job, rather than pound the pavements for a new situation, they 

determine to throw a party that lasts until the final keg is dry. A significant 

relationship explodes as a result of unaddressed issues; instead of heading to a 

counselor, the space between the couch and the television set becomes a refuge 

against self-examination. The doctor warns of serious health repercussions if 

dietary changes aren’t effected immediately. The patient goes straight to Kentucky 

Fried Chicken for consolation. 

The Thessalonian strategy is less Chicken Little and more ostrich-like in its 

method. But it’s a well-known tactic: dealing with change by ducking it. If this is 

not the biblically recommended approach to personal or world crisis, is there a 

preferred way for us to deal with sky-fall? Can there be such a thing as a healthy 

response to the total collapse of everything we count on to be stable? I think most 

of us find such a way in our maturity—whether that wisdom season arrives at 10 or 

40 or 70. If we don’t work on maturing, of course, we’ll continue to experience 

each new sky-fall as the 6-year-olds we once were. 

Jesus spells out to his followers a fearful list of things that can go wrong with the 

world: wars and insurrections, deceptions and devastations both natural and 

caused. Beyond the earthquakes and persecutions on the list, the destruction of the 

Temple was perhaps the most shocking prediction Jesus could have made. It was 

such a magnificent structure that the disciples couldn’t stop marveling at it from 

the time they arrived in Jerusalem. The Temple symbolized God’s sturdy presence 
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and deep alliance with the nation. Even Roman occupation was a mere shrug of 

history so long as the Temple remained standing. 

But what if that immense, imposing edifice could actually be thrown down? Then 

all bets were off, and the future shivered into quicksand and disappeared.  

What’s more staggering perhaps is that Jesus insists none of this matters much. 

The disciples, with the spiritual maturity of 6-year-olds, are standing with their 

mouths open, not yet caught up to the idea that the Temple could physically be 

dismantled. Since change is inevitable, and devastating events part of the long, sad 

song of human history, preventing the sky from falling is not really an option. 

What we can do, what we must do, Jesus says, is give our testimony to what we 

believe when the fateful hour arrives. 

When global conflict rears, when sickness cripples, when relationships veer off 

course, when money evaporates—these are the times when the underpinnings of 

our faith are revealed. The most important creed we’ll ever profess is the one we 

demonstrate when the sky seems to be falling in pieces all around us.  

Is God still our God when the Temple of our personal religious pact is blown to 

smither-eens? Let’s pray for each other when that time comes. 

 
Wishing all of our Veterans and their families a blessed Veteran’s Day!  

Thank you! 
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Hymns for this Weekend – 10AM Mass 

#224 Arise, O Church, Arise 

#245 I Want to Walk as a Child of the Light 

#277 Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory 

#281 The King of Glory  

 

 

 
 

  

Readings for this Weekend – November 13th 

 Malachi 3: 19-20 

2 Thes 3:7-12 

Luke 21: 5-19 

Readings for next Weekend – November 20th 

 2 Samuel 5: 1-3 

Colossians 1: 12-20 

Luke 23: 35-43 

 

Donations for last Weekend – November 6th 

Regular collection:  $2,548 
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LET US PRAY… 

We continue to pray for peace in the troubled areas of our world, and in 

particular, we pray for the people of the Ukraine and all those affected by the  

We join our Holy Father in his prayer intentions for November 2022 –  

For children who suffer 

We pray for children who are suffering, especially those who are homeless, 

orphans, and victims of war; may they be guaranteed access to education and the 

opportunity to experience family affection. 

 

PRAYERS FOR THE SICK AND THOSE IN NEED 

If you would like to add a name to our prayer list, contact the Parish office. 

We kindly ask that you do not request a name to be included without the express 

consent of the person for whom you are requesting prayer. While the request may 

be very well-intentioned, we want to respect people’s right to privacy. 

We ask for prayer for Charles Thomas and his ministry, Betty and Robert 

Friedland, Kathryn Jones and her family, Brian and Maria Cosgrove,  

Richard Rakin, Andrew Mikulski, Rod Baumert, Todd Conklin, Jean Van Lowe 

 

PRAYERS FOR THE DEARLY DEPARTED 

We lovingly remember in prayer all our deceased family members, friends, and 

parishioners and in particular: Bobby Smith, Anthony Lanza, Juliana Frangipane, 

Robert Dubas, Nestor Mir, Jarred Doughty, Donald Hendrickson, Adalberto 

Santiago, Carl Belfiore, Darlene Henry, Elenore Whitney Pirrota, Steve Nicoli, 

Nubia Quintero-Edwards, Stanley Jacobs, William Cardone, Vincenza Siciliano, 

Louisa Butler, Judith King, Bernard Jones, Viola DiMarzio, Robert DeStefano, Jr., 

Raymond Collins, Lorraine Rakin, Wilson DeMyer, Peter Cosintino, Nadine 

Gallagher, Tim Rogers, Joan Davis, Debbie Huggler, Amara Campbell, Barbara 

Taylor, Thomas Hasbrouck, Francisco Dueno, Daniel Downes, Alberto 

Quirindongo, Patricia Mullen Smith, Edwin Fancher, Jr., Russell Jackson, Mary 

Stubits, Peter Gozza, Michael Stubits, Margaret Rapenske, Claire Delaney, Emilia 

Symanski, Christa Somers, Gerardo Contreras, Jesse Kinney, Lorena Alvarado, 

James Forshay, John Hannon, Alice La Chance, Adele Henderson, Alexa Gabby 

Rodriguez, Ida Alvarez, Michael McKeon, Nelson Lopez, John Pemberton 
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SUNDAY EVENING MASS TIME CHANGE 

Beginning on the first Sunday of Advent (November 27th), our 5:30pm Sunday 

evening Mass time will change to 4:00pm, and will remain at this time throughout 

the winter months. 

 

CALLING ALL SINGERS FOR THE CHRISTMAS CHOIR 

Would you like to give God the gift of your voice this Christmas?   

Then why not join our Parish Christmas Choir? 

Rehearsals will begin on the first Sunday of Advent (November 27th) immediately 

following the 10AM Mass, and will continue at the same time each Sunday leading 

up to Christmas.   

 

All are warmly welcome to join!  Simply show up on November 27th.   

Questions?  

Please feel free to call Judy at 845-292-3621.  

Thank you! 

 
 

 
 

PARISH MINISTRIES ARE OPEN 

Our Parish Children’s Shop, Clothes Closet and Food Pantry Ministries are open 

every Wednesday and Saturday from 9am -12pm.  All 3 ministries can be accessed 

via the downstairs back door of the St. Peter’s School Building. 

 

HELP FOR ADDICTION IS AVAILABLE! 

Do you know someone who has a problem with drugs, and wants to stop using?  

The Corona Self-Help Center is available to offer help.  For information, please 

call 845-482-2486 or visit www.daamerica.org. 
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Saturday evenings at 7 PM: 

Mass in Spanish 

 

Sunday mornings at 10 AM: 

Mass in English ** 

 

Sunday evenings at 5:30 PM: 

(Changing to 4:00PM on November 27th) 

Mass in English 

 

Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays at 8:30 AM (Mass in English) 

 

       **We will continue to livestream our Sunday morning Mass on Facebook. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


